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Resource prices and planning horizons

Daniel Spiro∗

Memo 14/2014-v1
(This version May 2014)

Abstract

This paper shows that a seemingly simple assumption, regarding the time horizon

of economic agents, can reconcile the puzzling long run price dynamics of exhaustible

resources such as oil, gas and metals. It does so by exploring the possibility that

economic agents use a rolling planning horizon, meaning that they make a plan over

a finite number of years but update this plan on a regular basis. This behavior can

be observed in the business plans of firms, in US social security and in the extraction

decisions of natural resource owners. While leaving other macroeconomic models

intact, when used in models of natural resources rolling horizon planning alters the

outcomes. It has the effect of removing the scarcity consideration of resource owners,

thus letting only operating costs and demand determine the extraction rate. This

implies that extraction will be non-decreasing and resource prices non-increasing for

a long period of time and that there will be no connection between the price growth

and the interest rate —in line with the trends of a majority of exhaustible resources

in the last century. A calibration of the model to the oil market yields a price which

closely fits the gradually falling real oil price after WWII and the sharply increasing

price after 1998. It further suggests that, while long run scarcity was not an important

parameter on the oil market in the 20th century, it has been important in shaping

the oil price from around 1998 and onwards.

JEL classification: D80, Q31, Q41

Keywords: Resource extraction; Oil price; Rolling horizons; Decision-making un-

der uncertainty.
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1 Introduction

The long run price evolution of exhaustible resources such as oil, natural gas and metals

and the functioning of these markets are central for a variety of public policy issues. These

range from climate policy (e.g. Golosov et al., 2013; van der Ploeg & Withagen, 2012),

to issues of sustainability and intergenerational consumption smoothing (e.g. Hartwick,

1977; Smulders & de Nooij, 2003) to national exploration investments and unilateral

taxation (e.g. Liski & Tahvonen, 2004). But what shapes the long run price trends of

exhaustible resources? Three stylized facts are at the heart of this question:

1. The long run pattern of prices was falling or constant during the 20th century. This

can be seen in the upper panel of Figure 1 which shows a composite price index of

57 resources. Apart from temporary spikes during the first world war and the oil

crisis years of the 70:s, the price was secularly falling or constant up until the turn

of the century.

2. During the 20th century there does not seem to have existed any substantial scarcity

rents for resources. In particular, and in opposite to standard theory, the empirical

literature does not support an increasing scarcity rent and a positive connection

between price growth and the interest rate.1

3. The price of many resources, and in particular oil, started increasing sharply around

the turn of the millennium (see the lower panel of Figure 1 for the oil price). This

seems to have been accompanied by substantial and increasing rents for, in partic-

ular, oil and other energy resources (Hamilton, 2009).2

Put together, these three facts are puzzling and remain largely unexplained by theory

to date. To see why, consider a basic exhaustible resource model (due to Hotelling,

1931). The logic of no-arbitrage in such a model suggests that, in a general equilibrium,

resource owners need to be indifferent between either keeping the resource in the ground

or extracting it and putting the money in the bank. This leads to the conclusion that

the resource price (net of marginal extraction costs) should rise at the rate of interest

or, at the very least, that there should be a positive correlation between price growth

1The theoretical prediction is explained below. Examples of empirical studies are Heal & Barrow
(1980), Abgeyebge (1989) and Hamilton (2009). It should be noted that the scarcity rent is not directly
observable. To get around these issues some studies have used indirect measures of scarcity. For instance,
Halvorsen & Smith (1984, 1991), Chermak & Patrick (2001) and Ellis & Halvorsen (2002). For a further
discussion of those empirical results see Hart & Spiro (2011). In the forecasting literature it has been
found that the interest rate does not add accuracy in predicting oil prices (Alquist, Kilian and Vigfusson,
2012).

2Historically there are several examples of temporary price (and profit) spikes for various resources.
E.g., during the oil crisis in the 70:s. However, the explanations for those spikes (e.g. Barsky & Kilian,
2002; Hamilton, 2003) do not seem suitable to explain the surge in oil and other resource prices and
profits during the last 10-15 years. For instance, Hamilton (2009, p. 180) has expressed that with regard
to oil “...the scarcity rent may have been negligible for previous generations but may now be becoming
relevant”.
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Figure 1: Upper panel: Real resource price composite. Consists of 57 mineral and en-
ergy commodities, weighted equally. Prices are normalized so that the average price
for each commodity over the period equals one. Lower panel: Real oil price. Sources:
www.usgs.gov, www.eia.gov.

and the interest rate.3 Such a model can therefore possibly explain facts one and three,

if extraction cost parameters can be chosen freely, but naturally it cannot explain fact

number two.

If we instead assume the resource is inexhaustible (i.e., that it is in infinite supply),

then fact two can be explained (since there is no scarcity). However, to explain facts one

and three one would need to show that extraction costs first fell secularly for a century

and then increased suddenly at the turn of the century. This does not have empirical

support (see Lin & Wagner, 2007).

One supposed explanation for falling prices, which perhaps is mainly common in the

public debate, is that the world keeps finding new deposits of various resources. However,

as has been shown by Arrow & Chang (1982), this explanation is a misconception. If

agents are forward looking they will incorporate the possibility of new reserve findings

and form beliefs over the total reserves, including those not yet discovered. The price may

drop or jump temporarily as beliefs are updated. But with beliefs which are correct “on

average”the price must rise over the long run for most resources as the current reserves

and those expected to be discovered become more scarce as extraction is taking place.

What is in particular problematic with this explanation is that, even if the market would

be constantly surprised by new reserve findings, it will still imply a correlation of price

growth and the interest rate in between the surprises which leaves fact two unresolved.

Another extension is to introduce a backstop technology which makes the resource

worth little or nothing. Kamien & Schwartz (1978) and Davison (1978) have shown that

if the arrival date of the backstop is uncertain this will essentially only add a component of

discounting (due to the additional risk to the owner) thus leaving the basic predictions of

3See Hotelling (1931) and Dasgupta & Heal (1974) for the basic model and Weinstein & Zeckhauser
(1975) and Solow & Wan (1976) for the addition of extraction costs.
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the Hotelling model intact. For a backstop model to alter the basic results, of increasing

prices and a correlation with the interest rate, one needs to assume that the backstop

arrives with certainty after a known date. For instance, economic agents today need to

be entirely sure that cold fusion will arrive in no more than, say, 30 years. Such an

assumption may be reasonable for some resources but not for others, such as fossil energy

resources. Supposing that the assumption holds, the model then produces either a price

which decreases throughout, increases throughout, or first increases and then decreases

(see for example Heal, 1976, or Tahvonen & Salo, 2001). None of these alternatives will

be compatible with both facts one and three simultaneously.

Assuming instead, like Gerlagh & Liski (2011) do, that there is strategic interaction

between a buyer and a seller of a resource, one may get a non-monotonic path for the

price and scarcity rent. In general it will be hard to explain facts one and two by this

model as it predicts an initial phase of rising prices and rents. Furthermore, although

modeling the oil market as containing a strategic seller (OPEC) may be appropriate,4 the

question remains whether there is any market power on the buyer side and, of course, for

most other resources there is hardly any market power on any side.5

Now, what the previous models all have in common is that they assume that agents

have an infinite time horizon. Yet it seems fair to say that there is little conclusive

evidence showing how economic agents plan and make forecasts for the very long run. As

the actual planning of agents is largely unobservable it is hard to say with any certainty

whether they make approximately infinite plans and forecasts or whether they use some

rule of thumb to simplify their long run planning. Thus, this paper has an approach in

the spirit of Milton Friedman’s black box (Friedman, 1953, Part I). In the absence of

conclusive evidence of how agents plan, it simply compares two alternative assumptions

- an infinite horizon and a rolling planning horizon - and evaluates their merits by how

well they replicate the macroeconomic facts presented above.

A rolling planning horizon implies that agents make plans for only a finite future and

that the plan is revised regularly. In each time period the representative agent makes

a plan based on a maximization over a finite number of years while assuming that all

other agents do the same. The first period of the plan is executed and a new plan is then

formulated for an equally long future and so on.

Is this a common feature of how market participants make plans? Or is it more realistic

to assume that they make infinite plans and forecasts? Some experimental evidence and

casual observations, to be presented later, suggest a rolling horizon to be a reasonable

4A number of papers have shown that OPEC has market power but that it is much more limited than
a classic monopolist’s (Polasky, 1992; Barsky & Kilian, 2002; Alhajji & Huettner, 2000; Okullo & Reynes,
2012),

5An explanation for fact three could be an increased demand for resources from countries such as
China. However for this to hold one needs to assume that the market has been surprised by this demand
as otherwise the no arbitrage condition of equal returns on capital and on keeping resources underground
should have implied a price rising also before the demand materialized. Kilian & Hicks (2012) show that
this may indeed be possible and Hamilton (2009) discusses this possibility. However, this explanation
stays silent about facts one and two.
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way of modeling. Yet the question remains whether this systematically occurs on the

market. Judging by market outcomes there is little to guide us in this respect as earlier

research has shown that rolling planning horizons replicate the infinite horizon outcomes in

most standard dynamic macroeconomic models.6 But, while leaving other macroeconomic

models intact, the rolling horizon assumption substantially changes the basic results of

the Hotelling model with extraction costs in a way which reconciles the stylized facts

presented above.

The intuition is as follows. With a large initial resource stock (or if the time horizon

is short enough) a plan of extracting the whole stock within the time horizon would

imply that the resource price would not cover the marginal cost of extraction. Hence,

since total depletion is not optimal within the finite plan anyway, this essentially removes

the scarcity consideration of the resource owner. Then, the extraction costs and the

demand for the resource alone will determine the planned rate of extraction and the price

forecast. The outcome, which is an implementation of the first period of a sequence of

plans, will yield non-decreasing extraction and thus non-increasing prices for as long as

the resource constraint is not binding within the horizon of the market —a situation which

may prevail for a very long time. Furthermore, it will decouple price growth from the

interest rate. This is shown in the paper, using the simplest possible model of exhaustible

resources. By then adding technical change that pushes demand upwards we get an

exponentially increasing extraction (which is another stylized fact of resource markets),

and by improving the mining technology that reduces extraction costs, the resource price

may even fall over long time periods. These results are in line with the first and second

stylized facts above. Eventually, as the resource is being depleted, the total stock will be

binding within the market’s time horizon. At this point scarcity becomes a component

of the price, thus raising it sharply, which also implies increasing profits over time. This

can explain the third stylized fact above.

In order to test the alternative time horizon assumptions also quantitatively the model

is calibrated to the oil market. The rolling horizon outcome then closely replicates the

falling real oil price after WWII and accurately predicts the sharp price increase after

1998 up until today. However, it does not replicate the oil price shocks during the 1970’s

which were arguably due to other factors than scarcity (see, for instance, Barsky & Kilian,

2002; Hamilton, 2003). In comparison, the infinite horizon model replicates the falling

price for a few initial years but predicts an increase in the price occurring about 40 years

earlier than what is observed in the data.7 These results suggest that, while oil prices may

not have contained a scarcity rent historically, when it comes to the last decade and to

future oil prices, scarcity probably plays an important role. This is in line with Hamilton’s

6Kaganovich (1985) and Spulber (1991) have shown that a rolling horizon yields near optimal outcomes
in capital accumulation models where the capital accumulation path looks qualitatively the same as in
the standard model with an infinite horizon. It is also straightforward to verify that it does not have a
qualitative effect on a model where an agent consumes an asset.

7A method for obtaining a prior guess of the time horizon, and a maximum likelihood estimate of the
time horizon following the calibration, both suggest a time horizon of around 40 years for the oil market.
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(2009) conclusion which is based on more micro-economic observations.8 From a policy

perspective this means that, for instance, tools to reduce CO2 emissions should take into

consideration that oil scarcity probably plays an important role on the market today and

accounts for a large share of the price (80-90 per cent according to the calibrated model).

Interestingly, even though a rolling horizon essentially is a form of bounded rationality,

and even though it has a qualitative impact on exhaustible resource models, it is shown

that this behavior is time consistent. In a rolling horizon world, resource prices and

extraction are expected to be constant and this is indeed also the realized outcome for

many years. So if rational expectations is an ability that grows out of a trial and error

process, then rolling horizon resource owners will find no reason to alter their forecasting

procedure for a long time.

An important question is what value, if any, economic agents assign to holding the

resource stock at the end of their horizon. Under full uncertainty where, for instance

the probability distribution is unknown, such a value needs to be formed through rules

of thumb or guesses which are not necessarily correct even on average and cannot be

verified ex ante. Roughly speaking, in terms of the model, adding a continuation value

to the stock has no effect on the outcome as long as the value is not based on rational

expectations. In fact, it may even strengthen the explanatory power of the model.

The paper starts by introducing the concept of rolling horizons in more detail and

presenting some microeconomic observations that are in line with such behavior. By way

of a simplistic model of exhaustible resources, section 3 presents the qualitative difference
between a rolling horizon and a standard infinite horizon approach. It also shows what

the possibilities are to improve one’s planning over time by learning, addresses how a final

stock value affects the results and analyzes what gains an agent could do by outsmarting

the market. Section 4 calibrates the model to the oil market in order to investigate how

it fits the historical price of oil. Finally, section 5 concludes the paper and discusses

some welfare implications. The appendix contains a fairly large amount of supplementary

material suitable for online publication.

2 Introducing rolling horizon planning

The idea that agents continuously update finite plans was first formalized by Goldman

in 1968. The concept has been further explored in a few papers since then, mainly

dealing with risk and stationarity (Easly & Spulber, 1981) and optimality in settings

of capital accumulation (Kaganovich,1985; Spulber, 1991). Generally, rolling horizon

planning has been found to yield results fairly close to the optimal infinite time horizon

when it comes to capital. Rolling horizons have also been analyzed in a game theoretic

8Note that Hamilton (2009) discusses both the possibility of increased prices due to increased awareness
of finite resources (which essentially is what the model in this paper suggests) and due to increasing
demand in developing countries. These two possibilities are of course not mutually exclusive and may
work in conjunction.
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setting (Jéhiel, 1995) and have been extensively used within supply chain management

research (e.g. Clark, 1998; Perea-López et al, 2003). Finally, in more recent papers,

Caliendo & Aadland (2007) and Findley & Caliendo (2009) analyze retirement planning

and social security under rolling horizons. There it is found that a rolling horizon can

account for quantitative anomalies when it comes to saving behavior.

A finite planning horizon is meant to catch the notion that the further into the future

we look, the more uncertain we are of what the possible outcomes are, what probabilities to

assign to them and how to incorporate those eventualities into our planning today. Hence,

this is not an issue of decision making under risk, where the probability distribution and

outcome space is known, but rather of uncertainty where even assigning probabilities or

knowing the workings of the market is hard. Facing this complexity and uncertainty it is

conceivable that a rule of thumb may arise whereby agents make finite plans in line with

the classical proverb “We’ll cross that bridge when we get to it”. It expresses the idea

that people know that things will change in the future, but not exactly how, and that

therefore there is no point in dealing with it now when the picture is unclear. The exact

reason for the rise of finite plans can possibly be modeled in many ways. For instance,

through ambiguity aversion (Gilboa & Schmeidler, 1989), maximizing over the worst

possible outcomes, sparsity based bounded rationality (Gabaix, 2011) or increasing the

costs to forecasting (for a longer description, see Appendix A). In this paper, I will use the

simplest possible assumption that makes it possible to analyze the macroeconomic effects

of having finite plans. It will be assumed that agents, as a rule of thumb in order to cope

with increasing uncertainty or computational complexity, maximize over a finite number

of years and that they have fully certain and correct knowledge of exogenous factors within

their horizon of maximization. This is admittedly a very crude way of modeling, but it

contains no obvious bias (compared to explicitly micro-modeling this behavior) since it

catches the driving mechanism that plans are finite. It should be emphasized that having

a risk component which is increasing the further into the future one looks will not have

the same qualitative effects as having finite plans. Similarly if agents perceive that, at

some future period, with positive probability the parameters of the market change from

being known to being unknown. The reason is that, in both these alternative cases, the

owner is including infinite time contingencies. But if agents truncate the planning horizon

following such complexity the results of this paper hold. So, adding such components on

top of finite plans will not change the qualitative results presented here.

Graphically, the rolling horizon concept is presented in Figure 2.9 At a point in time

(q) the economic agent receives perfect information for the coming T time periods (by

perfect information is meant that they know the true outcome of exogenous variables,

parameters and functional forms). The agent makes a plan for the next T time periods

with the aim of maximizing the aggregated discounted utility from consumption, subject

to some intertemporal constraints, today’s state variable(s) and some terminal conditions.

9For a formal description see Appendix A.
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Figure 2: Schematic of a rolling horizon. Each horizontal rectangle is a plan. The outcome
is the diagonal formed by the first period of each plan.

As part of this plan, a forecast of endogenous variables up to time q + T is made (most

notably prices) and used in solving the finite maximization problem. The forecast is done

assuming that all other agents also maximize over finite time. The agent then implements

the first period of the plan which also determines the state variable(s) for the next period.

A new plan is then formed encompassing the time interval from q+ 1 to q+ 1 + T taking

the state variable(s) as given. The writing of plans and execution of the first period of

each plan sequentially rolls on to infinity. One interpretation is that T is a measure of

bounded rationality where we converge to the fully rational case as the horizon goes to

infinity. An important detail to note is that today’s plan does not rely on the plans to be

made in the future.10

A subtlety in modeling rolling horizons is that the terminal conditions may be as

important as the finite time horizon itself. In both a social planner setting and a decen-

tralized setting this can be manifested through the beliefs about the continuation value of

the assets at the end of the horizon (in terms of market value or in terms of welfare). Now,

when having no information about the distant future, whether and how to include an un-

verifiable future asset value must essentially be based on rules of thumb. To the extent

that agents want to include the continuation value in their business plan, their estimation

of this must therefore be based on a guess, which will not necessarily be correct even on

average. For most of the analysis the imposed final asset value will be zero. But also the

case of a positive final asset value will be analyzed. The general equilibrium price forecast

10The underlying motivation for finite maximization is information uncertainty and computational com-
plexity. To make plans contingent on future plans then seems unreasonable given that this would necessi-
tate the same amount of information and entail even more complexity than making an infinite plan in the
first place. Technically, plans contingent on plans is the same as overlapping generations and will yield
the same results as an infinite horizon when applied to an exhaustible resource model (see Agnani et al,
2005).
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within the planning horizon must then be consistent with this terminal constraint.11

There are many casual observations of economic behavior consistent with rolling hori-

zons. For instance, business plans of firms are always stated in finite time and updated

regularly. Another example is that of US social security. On an annual basis, the solvency

of the social insurance system over the next 75 years is updated in a report (e.g., Board

of Trustees, 2009). These forecasts and business plans are of course written today in

knowing that they will be updated again next year. Moreover, most government budgets

are specified for a year or two at a time (for more examples, see Easly & Spulber, 1981).

Another suggestive piece of evidence is that futures markets for commodities such as oil

seldom span more than a few years into the future.

Furthermore, in discussions I have had with representatives of oil companies it comes

clear that, not only are they using very high interest rates when calculating future profits,

but they do not start any new projects which do not yield expected profits within 15-20

years. This suggests that stocks left in the ground after this time has a very low value for

them, if any. So, if scarcity is considered by anyone, it should be from the point of view

of the original owner —i.e. the government or state. But in interviews I have conducted

with Scandinavian government resource owners, they state that the distant future is so

uncertain that there is no point in including it in a business plan. They further say that it

would be bad policy to deliberately save resources for an uncertain future and that they

extract as long as the price covers their (marginal) costs of extraction.

There is also plenty of experimental research suggesting that there are limitations to

how far ahead people plan and that, when making finite plans, they assign no or low

(and certainly not any rational) value to outcomes beyond their horizon. Most conducive

to the subject of this paper is a recent study by van Veldhuizen & Sonnemans (2011).

They show experimentally that when subjects have access to a large stock of exhaustible

resources, they tend to ignore the dynamic issue of resource allocation more than what is

prescribed by rationality. Although it is hard to say anything conclusive about how agents

plan for the distant future and although the previous examples may well be consistent

with other stories, they at least warrant an exploration of how finite plans would affect

macroeconomic outcomes. For a review of other experiments and a further discussion of

issues related to rolling horizons, see Appendix A.

3 Natural resource extraction with rolling horizons

3.1 Basic results

This section will present the simplest possible model that illustrates why the choice of time

horizon is of importance in resource models. The results can be generalized by enriching

the model across several dimensions (see Spiro, 2012). As a benchmark, consider an

11Since the terminal constraint is based on a guess it must not necessarily itself be based on a general
equilibrium outcome.
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infinite horizon resource extraction model with extraction costs and a mass 1 of identical

profit maximizing resource owners.

max
{Et}∞t=0

∞∑
t=0

1

Rt
πt (1)

πt = ptEt −M (Et) (2)

St+1 = St − Et (3)

St+1 ≥ 0 (4)

S0 given, R > 1. (5)

The representative resource owner aims at maximizing the discounted profits by selling

an exhaustible resource (E). p denotes the resource price after extraction. The cost

of extracting the resource, M (E) , is strictly increasing, weakly convex and M (0) =

0. The stock of the resource S is depleted at the speed of extraction, and there is a

resource constraint stating that the stock cannot go below zero. R is the return on other

investments (i.e., R−1 is the interest rate) and is exogenous and constant for conciseness.

For brevity, the production sector of the model will be modeled as sparsely as possible.

Production in the economy, F (E,L), is done using an exhaustible resource E and labor

L by competitive firms owned by the representative agent who also owns the resource and

who supplies the labor. F has constant returns to scale but decreasing returns in any one

argument. For the remainder of the treatment of this basic model it will be assumed that

L = 1 and so will be dropped from the equations. Hence, by perfect competition follows

that the price in equilibrium has to equal the marginal productivity of the resource in

any time period.

p = F ′ (E) (6)

Taking the first-order conditions of the resources owner, this problem yields

pt+1 −M ′ (Et+1)
pt −M ′ (Et)

= R, (7)

which together with equations (2), (3) and (6) gives the classic Hotelling result.12 That

is, due to the discounting of future profits, the solution displays falling extraction while

the resource price (in equilibrium determined by the marginal productivity) is increasing

over time. More precisely, equation (7) shows that the price net of marginal extraction

costs should rise at the rate of interest.

Next we examine a one shot finite time version of this problem, again with competitive

firms using the resource as input in production and a representative agent owning it. The

formulation is seemingly similar. Let q denote the current year and T the number of

12See, for instance, Dasgupta & Heal (1974) or, any textbook in resource economics for how to derive
these results.
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future years over which to maximize.

max
{Et}Tt=0

T∑
t=0

1

Rt
πq+t (8)

πq+t = pq+tEq+t −M (Eq+t) (9)

Sq+t+1 = Sq+t − Eq+t (10)

Sq+t+1 ≥ 0 (11)

Sq given, R > 1. (12)

The description of the solution to this problem will be made heuristically here while the

formal derivation is in Appendix B. In contrast to the infinite horizon case, there can now

be two possible outcomes of the problem. If the stock is large enough, or the time horizon

short enough, or the cost of extraction high enough, it will not be optimal to deplete the

whole stock within T years. To see why, note that within any one time period there is a

maximum extraction rate Emax which induces the maximum profits. This is due to the

fact that the marginal cost of extraction will surpass the marginal productivity of the

resource if extraction is very high. Thus, we can implicitly define Emax as follows.

Emax ≡
{
E : M ′ (E) = F ′ (E)

}
(13)

Due to convexity of M and concavity of F , Emax is uniquely defined. Then, over T years,

the maximum aggregate extraction is simply TEmax. If the stock, Sq, is larger than this,

it will not be optimal to extract it all. In effect, the resource constraint (Sq+t+1 ≥ 0) will

not be binding. In this case, it is optimal to extract exactly Emax every time period. In

equilibrium, with perfect competition on the demand side, we get that

pq+t = F ′ (Eq+t) (14)

which with (13) gives the price

pq+t = M ′ (Emax) = F ′ (Emax)∀t ∈ 0...T. (15)

This implies that extraction will be constant over time as will the price. The other

alternative is if the stock is small enough to be fully depleted within T years. That is,

if TEmax < Sq. Then, the resource constraint will be binding and the solution will be

qualitatively similar to the infinite horizon problem where extraction is falling and the

resource price is increasing over time (see the proof of Lemma 1 for the derivation of this

equation).

pq+t+1 −M ′ (Eq+t+1)
pq+t −M ′ (Eq+t)

= R (16)
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A useful lemma summarizes these results.

Lemma 1 Consider a finite time resource extraction problem of length T . If and only

if Sq ≥ TEmax then Eq+t = Emax and pq+t = M ′ (Emax) for all t ∈ {0, 1, ..., T} . If and
only if Sq < TEmax then Emax > Eq+t > Eq+t+1 and M ′ (Emax) < pq+t < pq+t+1 for all

t ∈ {0, 1, ..., T − 1}.
Proof. See Appendix B.

The rolling horizon version of the problem is a sequence of finite time plans where the

first year of each plan is executed before a new plan is made, taking the current stock

level as given. This means we can apply problem (8)-(12) and Lemma 1 sequentially to

get the rolling horizon outcome. The notation now will be that x represents a planned

variable and x̃ represents a realized variable.

If the initial stock, S̃0, is high enough, the resource constraint will not be binding and

the plan will be to extract so that the marginal cost of extraction is equal to the resource

price, forecasting that the resource price equals its marginal productivity —as given by

(14). The realized extraction, which is equal to the extraction of the first period of the

plan, is then at time zero Ẽ0 = Emax and the price will simply be p̃0 = M ′ (Emax). The

next period, provided that the stock is still large enough (S̃1 = S̃0−Emax ≥ TEmax), will
yield an identical plan as in the previous period and thus the same outcome: Ẽ1 = Emax

and p̃1 = M ′ (Emax). Similar plans and forecasts will be formulated annually and the

first year of each plan will be executed, which implies the dynamic outcome of constant

extraction and prices. During this phase there will be no connection between the price

growth and the interest rate (as represented by R − 1 in this simplistic model). It will

continue in this way for as long as S̃q ≥ TEmax. That is, until the stock becomes small

enough to be depleted within T years which may be a very long time. At this point, the

new plan will change character to include the binding resource constraint implying falling

extraction —as in (16). In the next period, the stock will be smaller, thus necessitating

lower planned extraction and so on. This phase therefore yields the outcome of falling

extraction and increasing prices. The results for the rolling horizon model are summarized

in the following proposition.

Proposition 1 Consider a resource extraction model with a rolling planning horizon of
length T . If S̃0 > TEmax then:

1. Initially, for
⌊
S̃0−TEmax
Emax

⌋
consecutive time periods, the extraction will be constant at

Ẽq = Emax and the price will be constant at p̃q = M ′ (Emax).13

2. Initially, for
⌊
S̃0−TEmax
Emax

⌋
consecutive time periods, the price and profits will be in-

dependent of the interest rate and the profits will be strictly positive.

13The notation bxc denotes the floor of x to represent that the statement regards a discrete number of
time periods.
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Figure 3: An exhaustible resource model with a rolling horizon of 20 years compared to
a model with infinite time horizon. Note that some rolling horizon plans and forecasts
have been deleted for expositional reasons.

3. At time q =
⌊
S̃0−TEmax
Emax + 1

⌋
and beyond, the extraction will be decreasing, the price

will be increasing and profits per unit will be increasing.

Proof. See Appendix B.

These results are visualized in Figure 3. In total, the results of the infinite horizon and

the rolling horizon version of the problem are qualitatively different. This is because, in

the latter, extraction and prices may be constant for a significant period of time. Once the

shift to the second phase occurs, the results are qualitatively similar to those of an infinite

horizon. But the rolling horizon problem has a more quickly decreasing extraction and

more quickly increasing resource prices. This is largely due to the fact that the economy

must now cope with a smaller stock of resources following the overextraction in the early

years.

As can be seen, the proposition replicates the stylized facts presented in the intro-

duction. There is however one detail which the model needs to be extended in order to

explain. The empirical observations speak of an extraction which is increasing over time

and a price which may be decreasing. To obtain such results, it is enough to add some

technological improvements to the extraction technology. This is easiest seen in equation

(15). An improved technology will lower the extraction costs thus lowering the price and

increasing the extraction during the first phase.14 By adding various components —such

as capital, labor augmenting and resource augmenting technology —we can obtain a more

realistic model. For a formal treatment of this and a few more enrichments of the model

see Spiro (2012). The outcome of such a model is illustrated in Figure 4. To the left of the

vertical line on each graph we see the outcomes of the first phase. This is arguably where

14Naturally, falling extraction costs will also depress the price trend in the infinite horizon model.
However, to get falling prices in the infinite horizon model, harder constraints need to be imposed on the
extraction technology.
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the world has been for the last century. As can be seen, the main results, that extraction

increases exponentially while the resource price is constant or falling, is maintained. The

general features of the model in this phase replicate also the standard stylized growth

facts that output, capital, consumption and labor wage are growing and that the interest

rate is roughly constant. This illustration also shows, to the right of the vertical line,

the economy may regress for an intermediate period when the resource constraint starts

binding. The extent of this effect depends on how essential the resource is in production

(and possibly also on endogenous technical change which is not modeled here).
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Figure 4: A ten-year horizon economy’s evolution over time. The vertical line marks the
shift from a non-binding to a binding resource constraint.

3.2 Time consistency and learning

A common discussion in economics is whether certain behavior and beliefs are rational.

One argument for imposing rationality on beliefs and behavior is that, over time, agents

would learn from their mistakes and eventually form beliefs which are rational (i.e. stand

the test of time) and thus also choose behavior that, at least in expectational terms,

maximizes their objective function so that they are right “on average”.15 Since the mo-

tivation for modeling rolling horizons mainly comes from information constraints (rather

than a lack of care for the future), this notion of rationality is important to address. Put

differently, if agents constantly notice that their forecasts are wrong they may learn from

this and improve the accuracy of their forecasts over time —for example by extending the

time horizon. So the question is to what extent rolling horizon agents will actually make

wrong forecasts and plans.

15 In other settings, time inconsistency may be embedded in the preferences of agents. For example, as
modeled by hyperbolic discounting leading to "games against selves" (see Krusell & Smith, 2003).
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If beliefs (i.e. the price forecast) and planned actions (i.e. control variables) are in line

with later observed outcomes, I will refer to rolling horizons being “immune to learning”.

In a sense this catches the spirit of self-confirming equilibria (e.g. Fudenberg & Levine,

1993). The main idea is to capture that agents on an aggregate level may be on a non-

optimal path, but that they may not have any reason to suspect that some other actions

are better since their beliefs are always fulfilled. To see whether agents are immune to

learning, one essentially asks if and after how long agents get the opportunity to realize

that their plan and forecast was not realized as expected. Applying this notion of learning

to the rolling horizon model yields the following proposition.

Proposition 2 Rolling horizon behavior in an exhaustible resource model is:

1. Immune to learning throughout the first phase (i.e. for as long as S̃q ≥ TEmax).

2. In the second phase (i.e. when S̃q < TEmax) not immune to learning.

Proof. See Appendix B.

The proposition shows that as long as the economy remains within the first phase

(when the resource constraint is not binding) agents will not be proven wrong and will

thus be immune to learning. This is due to the fact that prices are forecast to equal

marginal extraction costs which is also what is realized for many years. This becomes

clear in Figure 3. In the left figure the extraction plans are depicted along with the

realized extraction. There we see the outcomes are equal to the plans for the first 30

time periods. Likewise, in the right part of the figure, one can see that the price forecasts

equal the realized price during the first 30 time periods. It implies agents will not get

any signals that they need to improve their forecasting since they turn out to be correct.

This will proceed for as long as the economy is in a state where the resource constraint

is not binding.16 That is, any planned action and forecasted price that falls within the

first phase will also be materialized. For suffi ciently early current time periods q this

encompasses the whole plan (from q to q + T ). However, it does not continue when the

resource constraint eventually starts binding. Then, rolling horizon behavior will not be

immune to learning. This is due to the fact that in the next plan, extraction is revised

downwards and the price forecast revised upwards. This can be seen in Figure 3 —when

the extraction rate falls the plan lies above the realization. This non-immunity to learning

also affects forecasts made before the switch of phases but which regard outcomes after

the switch. But the main point is that such mistakes will not be realized until the change

of phases actually occurs.

A noteworthy and possibly counter-intuitive implication of the results above is the

reversed connection between outcomes under different horizons and opportunities to learn

16Note that this also holds for an exhaustible resource model that incorporates exogenous technical
change in extraction and/or production, as long as agents have correct expectations of technical advance-
ment within the time horizon.
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from mistakes. When the observable outcomes of a rolling and an infinite horizon are

qualitatively similar (in the second phase), then agents will have the chance of realizing

that plans are biased when using rolling horizons. But when the qualitative results do

differ between the rolling and the infinite horizon (in the first phase), then agents will

not get the opportunity to learn since they are not proven wrong.17

When the economy reaches the change of phases, agents will start receiving signals

that a short horizon yields inaccurate predictions. This also coincides with an increase

in welfare losses as a numerical analysis suggests that the closer one is to the change

of phases, the larger are the losses. Although being outside of the model, it then is

conceivable that over time agents may try to lengthen their forecasts to horizons such

that the profit losses are small. Another thought experiment is to think about a case

where one agent insists on using an infinite horizon herself but does not realize everyone

else is using a finite rolling horizon. This agent will forecast prices to rise while in fact

they will stay constant — her forecast will be systematically biased. Hence being fully

rational, but not realizing everyone else is not, will make for more mistakes in forecasting

than being as boundedly rational as everyone else. The next section contains a treatment

of an infinite horizon agent which understands everyone else has a finite horizon.

3.3 Terminal constraints, end values and profits losses

This section will analyze how the rolling horizon results change when using alternatives

to the assumption of no end value of the stock, when extending the horizon and will also

analyze prospective profit losses.

By letting T grow, the results of the rolling horizon model will eventually converge

to the case of an infinite horizon. This can, for example, be seen in Proposition 1 which,

as T increases, converges to its infinite horizon counterparts. When T grows suffi ciently,

the initial endowment S0 must necessarily be smaller than TEmax. The first phase then

disappears. Furthermore, if we use a resource constraint stating that the stock cannot go

below a certain threshold (Smin) which is large enough, then it is possible to get a rolling

horizon environment which is similar or even more conservationist than in an infinite

horizon case. If, on the other hand, Smin is small enough or if the rule of thumb is to

leave a certain, small enough, fraction of the stock at the end, the original rolling horizon

results go through qualitatively.

A more subtle result is if we let the final stock have a value. Agents may use this

value as a rule of thumb to proxy for scarcity or a longer horizon. Now a representative

owner with a rolling horizon makes a plan for extraction covering the next T years also

considering that there is some price, Pq+T+1, to every unit of the stock left in the ground

17A striking example of this is Simon’s (1996) claims. Historically, people that have ignored scarcity in
their forecasts have turned out to be more correct than people that have considered resource scarcity to
be a factor. Thus, according to Simon, the best way of making forecasts on the resource markets is by
ignoring scarcity.
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at the end. Thus, in creating the plan, the following problem will be solved.

max
{Eq+t}Tt=0

T∑
t=0

1

Rt
[pq+tEq+t −M (Eq+t)] +

1

RT+1
Pq+T+1

[
Sq −

T∑
t=0

Eq+t

]
Sq+t+1 = Sq+t − Eq+t

Sq given, Sq+t ≥ 0, F (t) = F (E (t)) , R > 1

To solve this problem, we need to make an assumption on how Pq+T+1 is determined.

Given that a rolling horizon is motivated by a lack of information regarding events beyond

T , the case of an exogenous unit price will be analyzed first. Then, the case of an

endogenous unit price, which is determined by the size of the aggregate stock, will be

analyzed.

When the continuation value is exogenous, there may be two types of outcomes from

this problem. The first case is just a straightforward maximization which yields the

following plan and forecast.

pq+t −M ′ (Eq+t) =
1

RT−t+1
Pq+T+1 ∀t ≤ T

pq+t = F ′ (Eq+t)

For the functional forms specified earlier in Section 3, this implies an extraction plan that

is decreasing over time. What the unit end value Pq+T+1/RT−t+1 does is pushing a wedge

between marginal productivity and marginal extraction, a wedge that is growing with t.

However, and perhaps more important to note, the planned extraction in some future

period is determined independently of the planned extraction in other periods. This is

due to the current assumption that the unit price Pq+t+1 is independent of the size of the

remaining stock at time T +1. Thus, the rolling horizon outcome, i.e. the implementation

of the first period of each plan, is simply

F ′
(
Ẽq

)
−M ′

(
Ẽq

)
=

1

RT+1
Pq+T+1 , q = 0...∞.

From this expression, it is clear that the time path of realized extraction is determined by

the time path of Pq+T+1. As an example, consider the case of a constant final unit value.

This can be the counterpart to believing that there is some fixed unit price for selling

the mine at the end of the horizon as a rule of thumb to roughly capture that there is

some scarcity. In this case, the realized extraction will remain constant over time, just

like in the case of no final value of the stock. Naturally, this also implies a fixed realized

resource price. If Pq+T+1 is decreasing with q, then extraction will increase over time and

vice versa. Moreover, the level of Pq+T+1 has no effect on the time trend. Thus, even if

the market’s guess of Pq+T+1 is a gross overestimation of the value that will eventually

be observed, this has no effect on the trend.

Eventually, the nature of the solution must change, which leads to the second type
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Figure 5: Simulation of an exhaustible resource model with a rolling horizon of 20 years
and a constant end value of the stock.

of outcome. Previously, the non-negativity constraint (Sq+t ≥ 0) was not binding since

the final value kept extraction low enough. However, eventually, the plan will imply that

there will be no remaining stock at time T + 1. Thus, every plan will look like a standard

Hotelling model with a finite horizon and a binding resource constraint. Then, since

the realized stock is falling over time, the realized extraction will fall and the price will

increase.

The total realized outcomes are displayed in Figure 5. Here, a constant and fairly high

end value is used and thus extraction is initially lower than what would materialize in an

infinite horizon case. However, extraction remains constant and only starts falling after

many years. It should be noted that it remains constant for longer than in the case of a

rolling horizon with no end value. In fact, the higher the end value, the longer constant

extraction will be upheld. A qualitative difference of adding an end value is that the plans

in the first phase now dictate falling extraction over time, while the realized extraction is

constant. Hence, time consistency is no longer maintained when an exogenous end value

is added.

Up until now, the representative resource owner took the end value as an exogenous

guess. If the end value is instead endogenous to the problem, the rolling horizon result

may no longer hold. In particular, if Pq+T+1 is based on perfect information until infinity

it becomes a function of the stock.18 This function perfectly incorporates all future profits

of the resource and the rolling and infinite horizon cases therefore perfectly align. Hence,

with the risk of stating the obvious, assuming a finite horizon with a rationally estimated

end value is the same as assuming an infinite horizon, as a calculation of the end value

requires correct estimates of the resource price until infinity.

An overall conclusion from the previous analysis is that adding a continuation value

18The total continuation value is equal to all discounted future profits of the resource, Pq+T+1Sq+T+1 =
∞∑
t=1

1
Rt−1 [pq+T+tEq+T+t −M (Eq+T+t)] .
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does not in itself undermine the main rolling horizon results of constant extraction and

prices. Rather, it depends on how this value is changing over time and thus how it

is formed. If agents rationally calculate the continuation value, then we get increasing

prices. But if they routinely just attach some final unit value to roughly catch that

there is a future market, constant prices and extraction may be realized during a long

time. It can be noted that when a rolling horizon is coupled with a zero continuation

value, it is not the zero value by itself that drives the results but rather the consequential

assumption that when the value is zero it is also constant. Adding an end value also

reestablishes a connection between the price and the interest rate but in a different way

to the standard infinite horizon model. While the infinite horizon model implies a positive

connection between price growth and the interest rate level, a rolling horizon model with

an exogenous end value implies a negative connection between the price level and the

interest rate level.19

A final discussion is that of potential welfare losses. Comparing the welfare of a

world using rolling horizons with one of infinite horizon is analytically hard. However, a

numerical analysis suggests that one either needs a very short time horizon or unrealistic

parameter settings for losses to be large.20 For example, a time horizon of 35 years

consistently yields losses on a level of less than 2 percent.21 The reason for the losses

being small is that with a rolling horizon, consumption is initially higher than with an

infinite horizon. For example, in Figure 5, it takes over 60 years for extraction under

a rolling horizon to fall below the infinite horizon counterpart. For subsequent losses

to have an effect, economic agents need to be either very patient or very inclined to

consumption smoothing (e.g., σ > 5 in a CRRA utility function). For standard values of

discounting (3-7%) and concavity of the utility function (σ ≤ 3) and for reasonable horizon

lengths (T ≥ 20) and for initial resource stocks such that extraction is non-decreasing for

50 years or more, the welfare losses remain below three percent and mostly well below

that.22 However, as we approach the switch of phases, welfare losses from then onwards

19One of the early empirical papers, by Heal & Barrow (1980), finds a positive connection between
price growth and the growth of the interest. That is, pt+1

pt
= α

Rt+1
Rt

where α > 0. One possibility is that
this result is driven by a negative correlation between pt and Rt+1. This would be consistent with the
prediction in the rolling horizon model with end values where a high expected return in the future lowers
the price today. To substantiate such a claim one would of course need to test it with data.
20 In the simulations, I have used a CRRA utility function (i.e. not just profits) varying σ ∈ [0, 5]; the

cost function M = Eθ

Am
varying θ ∈ [1, 4]; a concave production function F = AEα letting α = .3 mainly

but vary the technology ratio Am/A ∈ [1, 4]; a discount factor of 0.95 so that every period should be
interpreted as a year; vary the horizon T ∈ [5, 35]. Then, I vary the initial stock so that the phase of
constant prices lasts between 0 and 100 years.
21Note that in this calculation a zero final value of the stock has been used. A small but positive final

value would decrease these losses. This is since, with no end value, losses come from overextraction in the
early periods generating too much scarcity later. The final value dampens the early overextraction and
hence the problem of scarcity is decreased later. However, a very high final value could increase losses,
but then due to it inducing too conservationist behavior in the beginning.
22Most likely, this is an upper bound since the losses are driven by the convergence of consumption

to zero over time — i.e. the rolling horizon model converges to zero more quickly than does the infinite
horizon model. In a model with a renewable substitute, there will be a lower bound for consumption
implying that the losses should be more limited than here. Resource augmenting technical change should
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are increased. Hence the real cost of using rolling horizons becomes eminent only when

scarcity is (soon to be) apparent for the resource owner.

However, such a comparison may not be the only relevant way of thinking about in-

centives for deviation from rolling horizons. This is since a single resource owner cannot

change the whole market but rather only its own extraction path. Another way of ad-

dressing the issue of gains and losses is therefore to ask what welfare gains a single and

small agent with an infinite horizon can make given that she knows that everyone else

has a rolling horizon. This would also capture the economic incentives for learning. For

specific parameter settings, it is possible to get very large gains. For most parameter

combinations, however, and for those that are the most realistic, the gains remain at

levels of 0.5-5% (see footnote 20 for parameter details). This should also be treated as

an upper bound as the absence of a substitute makes consumption converge to zero over

time. The main reason for the moderate gains is that the additional profits of an infinite

horizon can only be realized far into the future. When prices remain constant for nearly

a century, the later gains of having a larger stock once prices do start rising are effec-

tively discounted away. This also implies that an agent that is outsmarting the market

by having a longer horizon will nevertheless extract at a growing rate if everyone else is

doing so.23 Considering that anything that approaches a reasonable accuracy about the

infinite horizon requires insights about the very far future and extreme computational

ability and considering that outsmarting the market would require more computational

ability than just being an infinite horizon agent out of many others, one comes back to the

question whether agents get signals regarding the quality of their plans. As was shown in

section 3.2, during the first phase, agents will consistently make correct forecasts which

implies that there will be no signals alluding to there being a better way of planning one’s

resource extraction.

4 Calibration to the oil market

This section aims at testing whether the model fits the price and extraction of oil for the

period 1949-2009. For this, a more comprehensive model than the stylized one used earlier

is needed. In particular, a richer, CES, production function including capital (K), labor

(L), labor augmenting technology (AL), energy saving technology (AE) and a substitute

for oil (N) is now added.24 The technology in oil extraction (AM ) is also allowed to

have a similar effect.
23See Spiro (2012) for details. Note that these simulations were made under the assumption that the

resource owner that outsmarts the market is infinitely small so that its actions will have no effect on
the market equilibrium. A large agent with investment capacity would buy up the rolling horizon agents’
resource stocks thereby affecting the equilibrium price path. With suffi cient investment capacity we would
end up with an infinite horizon market price and extraction path.
24While N is not needed for the theoretical results, it is needed for a credible calibration as, clearly,

there are substitutes for oil in the form of coal, gas and ultimately also nuclear, solar power etc. While
the degree of substitutability with oil may differ between these alternative sources, in a long run analysis
such as this, it seems reasonable that substitutability should be high for all of them.
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change over time. In every year q a representative agent solves the following problem

choosing extraction (E) and forecasting the resource price, interest rate and labor wage

while taking the rest of the variables as exogenous. An analytical treatment of this model

can be found in Spiro (2012).

max
{Et}Tt=0

T∑
t=0

βt
C1−ρt

1− ρ s.t.

Cq+t +Kq+t+1 = pq+t (Eq+t +Nt) + rq+tKq+t + wq+t −M (Eq+t) + (1− δ)Kq+t (17)

Sq+t+1 = Sq+t − Eq+t
Sq+t+1 ≥ 0

Hq+t =

[
(1− γ)

(
Kα
q+t

(AL,q+tLq+t)
1−α
)(σ−1)/σ

+ γ (ANR,q+t (Eq+t +Nt))
(σ−1)/σ

]σ/(σ−1)
Data will be used for all parameters and variables only letting the oil extraction and

price be endogenously determined by the model. The only parameters which are not

available from previous research and public data are the time horizon, the technological

improvements in mining and the curvature of the mining cost function. Next, all exoge-

nous parameters and time paths will be declared or calibrated while the procedure for

choosing a time horizon will be described in the subsequent subsection.

4.1 Data and parameter values

In order to perform this exercise, a number of parameter values and time series are

needed. A diffi culty here is that while oil prices and scarcity are determined on the world

market, many parameter values, most notably on the demand side, are not available on

an aggregate global level. To circumvent this problem, the model is calibrated to the US

economy and then, based on the US share of world oil consumption, the labor and capital

inputs are scaled accordingly. E.g. if the US consumes 50% of the world supply of oil in a

certain year, then the US labor and capital inputs are multiplied by two to get the world

economy. The implicit assumption underlying this procedure is that the oil input for a

unit of output is the same globally as in the US.25

No estimates are available for the oil reserves in 1949. Hence, to get a proxy for this

number the oil consumption from 1949-2009 is added to the remaining reserves in 2010

— i.e. a total of 2.56 ∗ 1012 barrels.26 Thus, in the main calibration it is assumed that

the reserves reported in 2010 are representative of the true beliefs of the market also

in 1949. In the section presenting the results, the calibration outcome of an alternative

assumption is briefly discussed. Namely that the beliefs of the stocks in each year is what

25The US share of world oil consumption starts at around 55% in 1949 and gradually falls to 22% in
2009.
26Data from BP’s statistical review of world energy from 2011 can be obtained at www.bp.com. Oil

consumption data is not available on the US level prior to 1965. To get US oil consumption from 1949 the
trend from 1965 onwards is extrapolated backwards. The estimated reserves in 2010 are roughly equal in
size to the amount consumed from 1949 to 2009.
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was reported in that year. This will make little difference to the main results.

For most parameters and time series, the calibration uses the same values as those

used by Hassler et al. (2011).27 Using US data on energy consumption, labor, capital

and output they calibrate the time series for energy saving technology and the labor and

capital augmenting technology.28 They also calibrate the elasticity of substitution be-

tween energy, on one hand, and capital and labor, on the other, to be close to zero which

means production is close to a Leontief specification. Hence, I will use σ = 0.05. It is

important to note that Hassler et al.’s calibration is based on the demand side. There-

fore, they only need to assume a production function (CES) and the demand structure

(perfect competition). Given these they can then get the technology time series and the

elasticity of substitution parameter by using observed prices and factor inputs. Hence,

they can perform this exercise without specifying whether it is a Hotelling or some other

model that determines supply. Since the upcoming calibration uses the same demand

side assumptions as Hassler et al, using their time series and parameters is appropriate

regardless of whether the aim is to calibrate the infinite or the rolling horizon model.29

Using a standard capital to labor ratio, α is set to 30%. The depreciation rate δ

was set to 5% per year. The subjective discount factor β is chosen to 0.95, i.e. a yearly

discount rate of 5%, and a CRRA utility function is used with a risk aversion constant

of 1. The depreciation of capital (δ) is set to 5%. As γ is co-determined with ANR and

AL in Hassler et al.’s (2011) paper I will use their value of γ = 5%. This also roughly

corresponds to energy’s share of output in the US.

The three remaining calibration choices pertain to the time horizon, to the amount of

alternative energy inputs (N in equation 17) and the extraction costs. The time horizon

is important since it will determine when the shift to the scarcity phase will occur and

thus when prices will start to rise. It will be elaborated upon in the next subsection.

The amount of alternative energy inputs is important for two main reasons. Firstly,

it determines the total supply of energy and hence whether oil is considered scarce or not

which determines the length of the first phase. Secondly, it will affect how hard scarcity

of oil will hit the economy when the oil reserves eventually start binding — a smaller

amount of alternative energy implies a steeper price increase when scarcity hits. Data

for the oil share of energy in the US in each year is taken from the Energy Information

Administration.30 Thus, N is the remaining share.

The extraction costs need to be calibrated as well. The functional form will be Mt =

27The prices, costs, reserves and inputs obtained from other sources were deflated appropriately to
match the units from Hassler et al.’s (2011) paper.
28Energy consumption from the US Energy Information Administration (EIA), labor from the Bureau

of Labor Statistics (BLS) and capital and output from the Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA).
29A notable detail is that energy saving technology is assumed to apply equally well to all types of

energy since they are perfect substitutes (they apply to both E and N in the model). In Hassler et al.’s
(2011) calibration they assume all fossil energy sources to be perfect substitutes and then calibrate the
model to the total supply of those. In the calibration in this paper non-oil fossil sources are contained in
N together with all other energy sources. As coal and gas constitute the lion share of all non-oil energy
sources this assumption should not affect the appropriateness of using Hassler et al.’s estimates here.
30Yearly data was used but in general it oscillates around 40%.
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Eθt /Am,t.
31 Three parameter choices need to be made here. Firstly θ, which catches

the curvature of costs with respect to the amount extracted in a single year. Secondly

gm,t ≡ (Am,t+1 −Am,t) /Am,t, which represents how fast the mining technology evolves.
Data on these two parameters is not readily available or easily calibrated. For simplicity,

I will assume that both of them are constant. The model will be simulated multiple

times to see which parameter combination —θ and gm —that best fits the data and how

sensitive the results are to changes in these parameters. As will be shown in the results,

the choice of these parameters is not very important. Thirdly, the mining technology

level needs to be pinned down. Also this value is scarcely attainable. But, given that we

have chosen a value for θ and gm, it is enough to know the average mining costs and the

amount extracted in one year to deduce the mining technology level in all other years.

Although far from perfect, the best available source for the average mining cost for various

regions that I have found comes from a recent online news article by Reuters.32 They

give estimates of the average extraction costs (operating and capital costs) in the most

important oil producing countries. They base their estimates on the International Energy

Agency world report from 2008 and on interviews they have conducted with various oil

companies. Weighing the average extraction costs by the size of the reserves in that

country, the average global extraction cost is set to 12$/barrel in 2008.33

Finally, since the model’s decision maker maximizes over many decades, a simulation

of the model also requires input beyond our current date. To get a proxy for these market

beliefs, the time series for capital, labour, technologies and alternative energy input were

simply extrapolated forward.

4.2 Choosing the time horizon

The key parameter when applying the model to the world economy is the time horizon of

the oil market. Unfortunately, there is no earlier research to guide us in this choice. The

approach here will therefore be to first obtain a prior for the time horizon, using data

for reserves and price changes for 56 different resources, and use it when simulating the

model. Second, the time horizon will be a free parameter using a standard least squares

maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) thereby obtaining a time horizon that best fits the

model to the data. The MLE procedure also allows for a horizon which is (practically)

infinite.
31There is a class of models, most generally treated by Farzin (1992), whereby costs go up as one digs

deeper. This makes the problem dynamic even when the stock is infinite as more extraction today increases
costs tomorrow. Incorporating such spillovers in this paper would make the problem dynamic also in the
first phase, generally increasing the price over time. On the other hand costs may fall due to technological
development in extraction. The numbers attained in the calibration for oil here thus represent the net of
these two effects. Lin & Wagner (2007) empirically compare the two forces for a number of minerals and
show that the two effects have more or less offset each other so that costs have stayed constant.
32http://www.reuters.com/article/2009/07/28/oil-cost-factbox-idUSLS12407420090728
33E.g. the average cost per barrel was estimated to 4-6$ in Saudi Arabia, 15-30$ in Nigeria and 20$

in Venezuela. Instead looking at the Energy Information Administration’s (2011) report on performance
profiles of energy producers suggests average extraction costs (or lifting costs) at a slightly lower level of
8-9 $/barrel.
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The rolling horizon model predicts that if the resource stock can be expected to last

beyond the market’s horizon then there should not be a growth component in the price.

In contrast, if stocks can be expected to last for less than the market’s horizon then there

should be a growth component (see the text leading up to Proposition 1). Therefore, to

get a prior guess of the time horizon, essentially the idea is to see for which “remaining

years to exhaustion”there seems to be a positive price growth trend for the exhaustible

resources in the data. The details of this procedure and results are described in Appendix

C. That exercise, which by no means deals with potential problems of reversed causality,

suggests 40 years to be a good prior guess for the time horizon before going to the MLE

procedure.

The MLE exercise essentially implies running the full simulation once for every time

horizon (including an infinite time horizon) and seeing which yields a price path which

deviates the least from the data.

It is important to note that whether scarcity plays a role or not will be determined

endogenously in every time period. An alternative would be to let the often used reserve to

production ratio (R/P) exogenously determine whether the resource constraint is binding

within the owner’s horizon. But the R/P ratio would be clearly inferior. This is since

the resource owner in the model takes growth (in capital, technology and population)

into account when planning how much to extract and when making price forecasts while

an R/P ratio would not. In general, in a growing economy, demand will increase over

time. Hence, since the R/P ratio assumes oil owners plan to extract at the same rate as

today they essentially ignore the increased demand and overestimate the remaining years

to exhaustion.

4.3 Results

The prior of T = 40 will be used first, then it will be compared with the outcome of

the MLE procedure which backs out the best performing horizon. Finally, the particular

alternative of an infinite horizon will be reviewed.

In general the extraction path obtained by the model fits the data quite well. This is

largely due to the calibrated choice of near Leontief production which essentially does not

leave much freedom in choosing oil consumption to be anything else than what matches

the data on capital, labor and technologies. As such, this result is nearly independent of

the choice of time horizon. Thus, the real test of the model comes in how well it does in

matching the price of oil. In Figure 6 (right), the price path of the model with a 40 year

horizon is compared to data.34 The best fit is obtained with θ = 1.1 and gm = 1.5%. As

can be seen, the model’s price closely matches the downward sloping price trend in the

years before the first oil crisis. It also predicts the sudden change of trend observed in

1998 and follows the sharply increasing prices thereafter. There is a sensitivity analysis

of the results in Appendix C. What the model cannot explain is the oil crisis —the sharp

34The real domestic First Purchase Price for the US is used. Data available at www.eia.gov.
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Figure 6: The rolling horizon model calibrated to the oil market. θ = 1.1, gm = 1.5%,
ρ = 1, extraction cost per barrel in 2008 =12$, T = 40.

price increase in 1972-1981 and the subsequent decrease in 1982-1986. However, although

there is an ongoing debate about which the most important reasons for the oil crisis were,

there seems to be a consensus that it had little to do with resource scarcity in its long run

sense. Rather, a mix of failing price limitations, monopoly power, monetary expansion

leading to increased demand, business cycle fluctuations and wars in the Middle East

seem to explain these particular historical events (see for example Barsky & Kilian, 2002;

Hamilton, 2003; Barsky & Kilian, 2004; Kilian, 2009; and references therein). As none

of these market imperfections are included in the model of this paper it would indeed be

surprising if the model, in the current form, had any predictive power during those years.

I will elaborate a bit more on this in the next subsection.

The MLE procedure was used with time horizons from 20 to 70 and with an infinite

horizon.35 The choice of time horizon mainly affects the timing of the price increase but

not the growth rate before.36 The MLE was estimated to T = 38. This is reassuring as it

is close to the prior guess of 40 years. For robustness, the residuals were also computed

under the freedom of changing the level of the price path. I.e. the whole price path was

shift for each simulation to be as close to data as possible on average. This is in order

for the qualitative shape to drive the MLE results rather than level effects. The residuals

were also computed when leaving out the years of the oil crisis and when extrapolating

the data from before and after to get rid of the peak during that period. Roughly the

same MLE horizon was obtained with all the alternative procedures, although usually

smaller by a few years. For an overview of the results see Figure 9 in Appendix C.

35 In practice all time horizons strictly below 30 years yield identical results. For these horizons the
resource constraint is non-binding for the whole period of 1949-2009 and hence the theoretical model
predicts that we should observe identical results. On the other side of the spectrum, already 70 years
essentially gives the same results as an infinite horizon in this simulation. The important issue in cali-
brating the infinite horizon model is that the resource constraint is binding already in 1949. The infinite
horizon calibration was done using a single finite time problem of 150 years.
36Choosing a time horizon of 30 years will roughly delay the break in the price trend by about ten years

compared to a 40 year horizon.
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Figure 7: Calibration results of the infinite horizon model. θ = 1.1, gm = 1.5%, ρ = 1,
extraction cost per barrel in 2008 =12$.

An interesting comparison can be made with the infinite horizon model. Simulating

such a model and varying the parameters θ and gm yields a price path which is slowly

increasing from about 1960 and onwards (see Figure 7, right).37 The infinite horizon

model thus predicts that the price increase should happen about 40-45 years too early.

For such a story to be reasonable, one would need to believe that the oil crisis was indeed

an indication of scarcity and that the U-shape of the oil price in 1981 to 2008 was due to

some anomaly. This does not square with the earlier research (presented above) which has

shown that the oil crisis itself was the anomaly. To highlight the connection to the second

stylized fact in the introduction, also the scarcity rent’s share of the price is depicted in

Figures 6 and 7. In the infinite horizon model (Figure 7) it starts at around zero but rises

steadily from the beginning, while in the rolling horizon model (Figure 6) it is zero until

1998 and rising rapidly thereafter to around 80-90 per cent during the last years of the

sample. In this respect the rolling horizon model matches the second and third stylized

facts also in terms of timing, while the infinite horizon does not. It may also be interesting

to note that, had we assumed the belief of the stock in each year to be the one reported

in that year, then the scarcity rent, and hence the price, would have been substantially

higher already in the beginning. Meanwhile the qualitative shape of the price path using

this alternative assumption would not have replicated data any better.

4.4 Some considerations outside of the model

In the calibration of the model, technology and reserves were taken as exogenous from

data. This seems like a reasonable starting point when trying to replicate historical price

data. However, it seems plausible that both technology and exploration are in reality

37The best fit with an infinite horizon is obtained with parameters θ = 0.9 and gm = 0%. However,
the exact value of these turns out to not be very important neither qualitatively nor quantitatively, so
the figure shows the simulation with the same θ and gm parameter values as in the simulation of a rolling
horizon of 40 years.
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endogenous, so that if prices (within the market’s horizon) are expected to rise, then

more efforts are devoted to these activities. Including these aspects may have bearing on

how the model would predict future prices. For instance, if we take the model at face

value, then the oil price is expected to rise from now onwards. However, if endogenous

technology and exploration is added it should be possible, by the lumpy nature of these

processes, that the perceived scarcity may fall (either due to technology reducing demand

for oil or exploration increasing supply) so that the economy goes back to the first phase

where the resource constraint is not binding. Although it is beyond the scope of this

paper, it is theoretically conceivable that such forces could partly explain why prices first

increased during the oil crisis years —due to increased perceived scarcity —and then fell —

due to perceived scarcity leading to increased technological efforts, as suggested by Hassler

et al. (2011), or increased exploration efforts. Likewise, it is conceivable that these forces

can partly explain the drop of the oil price in 2009 and its slower increase thereafter. For

such a prediction to hold true we should observe some of kind of scarcity driven rents

during the rise of the price which then disappear when the price starts falling again.

5 Concluding discussion

This paper has shown that a seemingly simple assumption, that of the time horizon of

economic agents, has important consequences when modeling exhaustible resources. The

initial model is kept as simplistic as possible in order to highlight this point. It also

explains the main empirical findings in the resource economics literature: that the long

run pattern of resource prices was falling or constant during the 20th century; that the

empirical literature does not support an increasing scarcity rent and a positive connection

between price growth and the interest rate; and that the prices and profits, of oil in

particular, started increasing sharply around the turn of the millennium. Furthermore, the

model shows significant predictive power when calibrated to the oil market and proposes

that the rising price around the millennium shift was due to scarcity being possible within

the market’s horizon. The policy implication of this is that, for instance, when designing

instruments to reduce CO2 emissions policy makers should take into account that scarcity

may be an important element in determining price in the future, although it has not been

so throughout most of the last century.

One question that may arise is how economic agents value keeping reserves past their

forecasting horizon. It was shown that attaching a final value to the stock does not by

itself alter the main results. Rather, it depends on how this final value changes over

time. Furthermore, it was shown that, even though a rolling horizon implies bounded

rationality by agents, rolling horizon expectations will be time-consistent when the rule

of thumb prescribes a zero final value to the stock —constant prices are both expected

and realized. In this case resource owners will not get the opportunity to learn from

experience that making finite plans is not optimal.

Generally, macroeconomic models are not qualitatively affected by assuming a rolling
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horizon. For instance, capital accumulation models show similar results with both infi-

nite and rolling horizons - capital accumulates slightly slower with a rolling horizon and

converges to a lower steady state. Also a model where agents consume some wealth with

which they are initially endowed will have this property. Here, the difference will be that

consumption will fall slightly faster within a rolling horizon model as compared to one

with an infinite horizon. The outcome of the rolling horizon model will look much like

an infinite horizon model with slightly more impatient agents. It may be the case that

in earlier evaluations of capital and wealth models, rolling horizon behavior has been

confused with impatience since, as far as outcomes go, they are usually hard to tell apart.

A common expectation is that if prices were to rise, a substitute for the resource would

be searched for and eventually found. But if the trend and level of the resource price do

not reflect the scarcity of the resource, which is the case with rolling horizons, this search

will be initiated too late. Scarcity may then become a serious limitation to the economy

before a substitute resource or technology has been found. From a welfare perspective,

this may be a serious downside of a market using a rolling planning horizon.
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6 Appendix A —Further discussion of rolling horizons (On-

line)

6.1 A formal description

For each q ∈ [0,∞) the representative agent forms a plan of length T and executes its

first period. Let C denote the control variable of consumption and X a possibly singular

set of state variables. Moreover, let q denote the date at which the plan is formulated, let

t denote the number of time periods from the planning date q and finally T denote the

length of the plan. A plan formulated at q is then a set
[
C∗q+t,X

∗
q+t+1

]T
t=0

that satisfies

max
T∑
0

βtU(Cq+t) subject to Xq+t+1 = Xq+t+1 (Cq+t,Xq+t) , the initial condition Xq

and appropriate terminal conditions applied to Xq+T . The actual outcome is then a set[
C̃q, X̃q

]∞
q=0

, i.e. a sequential implementation of the first period of each plan.

6.2 Experimental evidence

Shortsightedness and underestimation of future values has support in experimental re-

search. Hey & Knoll (2007) show that many people do not plan ahead even when the

intertemporal problem is simple to solve. Instead, they maximize their current payoff and

attribute no value to future outcomes (Hey & Knoll, 2007; Bone et al., 2009). Regarding

the time inconsistency problem, this research shows that people are unable to predict

their own behavior (Hey, 2002) and that they themselves do not assume that their own

future behavior will be rational (Carbone & Hey, 2002). Moreover, the ability to backward
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induct properly is limited (Johnson et al., 2002) and the subjects in these experiments do

not necessarily learn from experience (Bone et al., 2009).

6.3 Possible behavioral explanations

Do agents really have full information up until a certain point in time and then no infor-

mation beyond? This is obviously a simplification. This section will discuss behavioral

mechanisms pointing towards a rolling horizon and roughly sketch a few more elaborate

ways of modeling it. However, the simplification made in this paper carries no obvious

bias, since the driving mechanism is that the plan is finite and not whether there is some

uncertainty within the plan.

This said, it may be more realistic to have uncertainty gradually increasing with time

but going to infinity within finite time. Another alternative mechanism is to have agents

ignore all outcomes with a low enough probability to endogenize rolling horizons.

A further option is the concept of ambiguity aversion which also points towards agents

using rolling horizons. It has been shown that people generally avoid gambling on, and

assign low values to, lotteries where they cannot assess the probability distribution (e.g.

Ellsberg, 1961; Gilboa & Schmeidler, 1989). In a rolling horizon context, this corresponds

to preferring to use the assets in the near future, where the outcomes are either known

or can be assessed by probabilities, than to use them in the far future where one does

not have the information to even form expectations. This is at least numerically easily

verified in a simple two-period model of resource extraction with ambiguity aversion,

fearing that a backstop will make the resource worthless. If the probability distribution

of the backstop appearing is unknown, the resource owner will want to leave no resources

for later.

Related to this is a study by Gneezy et al. (2006). They show that the certainty

equivalence of a lottery can be lower than the worst outcome of that same lottery. In a

rolling horizon setting, this would be equivalent to believing that the continuation value

of the asset is negative.

Another possible explanation for a finite horizon may be that finding and processing

information is costly. When working on forecasts, at some point an agent has to decide

to stop looking further into the future and how to treat the unknown beyond. One could

possibly model the additional gains from information and compare them to the costs.

If, instead, one were to assume that agents do not at all care about the utility in

the very long run but are not constrained by information, the natural resource results of

rolling horizons collapse. This is due to the fact that these agents do care about the price

of their assets tomorrow which, in itself, is determined by the price the day after and so

on (see Agnani et al., 2005). In this way, the outcomes of the infinite future unfold back to

today even though today’s agents may not directly care about this. Thus, the distinction

in rolling horizons is of agents being myopic due to lack of information rather than lack

of care.
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On a theoretical basis, one may well point out the time inconsistency in a person

having a plan that (s)he knows might change tomorrow. The question is then why the

change is not made already today. But, it would indeed be impossible to know how the

plan will be updated tomorrow if one does not have tomorrow’s information already today.

For a discussion on this, see Dequech (2001) or Dunn (2001). The notion of rationality

mostly used in economics works well in the setting of decision making under risk, meaning

that agents know the possible outcomes and can assign probabilities to them, as described

by Friedman & Savage (1948). However, if economic decisions need to be made under

Knightian uncertainty (Knight, 1921), i.e. without knowing the outcome space and/or

the probability distribution, the standard notion of rationality is hardly applicable. In

addition, the rolling horizon resource model is dynamically consistent, as is shown in this

paper, making rolling horizons a fairly accurate rule of thumb for most, also in hindsight.

7 Appendix B —Analytical results (Possibly Online)

7.1 Proof of Lemma 1

Rewriting the problem in a more convenient form and (w.l.o.g.) dropping the subscript

q.

max
{Et}Tt=0

T∑
t=0

1

Rt
[ptEt −M (Et)]

s.t.
τ∑
t=0

Et ≤ S0 for all τ ≤ T .

Following the Kuhn-Tucker approach this problem can be rewritten with equalities by

introducing the slack variable µ =
√
ST+1 which yields the Lagrangian:

L =
T∑
t=0

1

Rt
[ptEt −M (Et)] + λ

[
S0 − µ2 −

τ∑
t=0

Et

]

Since the objective function is concave the necessary and suffi cient conditions for opti-

mality are

∂L/∂Et = 0↔ λRt = Pt −M ′ (Et) ,

∂L/∂λ = 0↔ S0 − µ2 −
τ∑
t=0

Et = 0,

∂L/∂µ = 0↔ 2λµ = 0.

Since λ is independent of time the last expression yields two cases.

1. λ = 0 and µ ≥ 0: The first optimality condition and p = F ′ implies F ′ (Et) =

M ′ (Et) which gives Et = Emax (by the definition in equation 13). This gives total
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extraction at the final period TEmax. Furthermore, µ ≥ 0 iff ST+1 ≥ 0 which, by

the second condition, holds iff 0 ≤ ST+1 = S0 − TEmax. Hence, iff S0 ≥ TEmax

then Et = Emax and p = M ′ (Emax). This concludes the first iff statement in the

lemma.→

2. λ > 0 and µ = 0: Using λ > 0 in the first optimality condition in two adjacent

periods gives equation (16). λ > 0 and perfect competition (equation 14) gives

F ′ (Et) > M ′ (Et). Furthemore, equation (16), convexity of M and concavity of F

imply Et+1 < Et < Emax and pt+1 > pt > M ′ (Emax) for all t < T −1. Furthermore,

µ = 0 iff 0 = ST+1 = S0 −
T∑
t=0

Et. Then, since Et < Emax, µ = 0 holds only if

S0 < TEmax. Finally, since the two cases (λ = 0 and λ > 0) are exhaustive and

case 1 holds iff S0 ≥ TEmax it must be that case 2 holds if S0 < TEmax which

concludes the second iff statement.�

7.2 Proof of Proposition 1

Let x denote a planned variable and let x̃ denote a realized variable. The rolling horizon

implies a sequence of finite plans where the control variable of the first period of each plan

will be realized. To get the sequence of realized variables we solve each plan separately.

By Lemma 1 we know Eq+t = Emax if S̃q ≥ TEmax. In particular, since the rolling horizon
owner implements the first period of the plan, then Ẽq = Emax. This implies the realized

stock according to S̃q = S̃0 − qEmax until S̃q < TEmax. Let q̄ denote the largest natural

number such that S̃0 − q̄Emax ≥ TEmax. Solving we get q̄ =
⌊
S̃0−TEmax
Emax

⌋
. That means

Ẽq = Emax and thus that p̃q = M ′ (Emax) for q̄ =
⌊
S̃0−TEmax
Emax

⌋
consecutive periods. This

proves part 1.

p̃q = M ′ (Emax) is independent of R and so are the intratemporal profits which, in

equilibrium are π̃ = EmaxM
′ (Emax) −M (Emax). To show that the profits are positive

we can note that, by the assumptions made on the extraction costs, by π̃ (0) = 0 and

by the equilibrium expression of the profits having the property π̃′
(
Ẽ
)

= ẼM ′′
(
Ẽ
)

+

M ′
(
Ẽ
)
−M ′

(
Ẽ
)

= ẼM ′′
(
Ẽ
)
> 0 for all Ẽ ≥ 0 it must be that π̃

(
Ẽ
)
> 0 for all Ẽ > 0

and in particular π̃ (Emax) > 0 which concludes the proof of part 2.

At the time period q =
⌊
S0−TEmax
Emax + 1

⌋
then S̃q < TEmax. Since the resource con-

straint is binding in this case, an increase in S̃q implies an increase in the planned E in at

least some period between q and q+T . By equation (16) then follows that the planned E

must increase in all periods between q and q+ T and, in particular, in the period q itself.

The plan for time q is also the outcome in that period. Hence dẼq
dSq

> 0. The realized

law of motion is S̃q = S̃q−1 − Ẽq−1 implying the stock is decreasing with q. This gives,
with dẼq

dSq
> 0, that the realized extraction is decreasing over time. The price is increasing

iff dp̃q
dS̃q

=
dp̃q
dẼq

dẼq
dS̃q

< 0. By concavity of F dp̃q
dẼq

< 0. Hence, since we already established

realized extraction is decreasing over time, the realized price must be increasing over time.
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The profits per unit are given by π̃
(
Ẽ
)
/Ẽ =

p(Ẽ)Ẽ−M(Ẽ)
Ẽ

= p
(
Ẽ
)
− M(Ẽ)

Ẽ
. Differenti-

ating this w.r.t. Ẽ we get dπ̃
dẼ

= p′
(
Ẽ
)
− M ′(Ẽ)Ẽ−M(Ẽ)

Ẽ2
= p′

(
Ẽ
)
− π̃

Ẽ2
in equilibrium. By

concavity of F the first element is negative and it was shown earlier in the proof that π

is positive, hence the whole expression is negative. Since realized extraction is decreasing

over time realized per unit profits are then increasing over time. This concludes the proof

of part 3.�

7.3 Proof of Proposition 2

This proof requires some additional and partly busier notation than what has been used

in the body of the paper. Here, a subscript letter denotes the time period at which the

plan or forecast is made and the letter within parenthesis is the time period that the plan

or forecast regards. For instance, pq(q + τ) is a forecast made at time q about the price

at time q + τ . As before, x̃ is the realized outcome of x. For conservation of space the

following proof will be displayed using a social planner framework. It is easily verified

that a perfect competition setting and a social planner setting yield identical results in a

resource problem in both infinite and finite time. Hence, the following results regarding

immunity to learning are generalizable to a competitive setting.

Definition 1 An equilibrium is said to be immune to learning for χ time periods if plans

are such that:

1. All planned control variables, Yq (τ), equal the realized control variables, Ỹτ (τ), for

all q ∈ {0, ..., χ− 1} and τ ∈ {q, ..., χ}.38

2. All planned state variables, Xq (τ) equal the realized state variables, X̃τ (τ), for all

q ∈ {0, ..., χ− 1} and τ ∈ {q, ..., χ}.

Definition 2 If χ < 1 then the equilibrium is said to be not immune to learning.

The following proves part 1 of the proposition.

From Proposition 1 we know that the forecast extraction and price is constant in the

first phase and equal to the extraction and price in the first period. That is E0 (τ) =

Ẽ0 (0) = Emax ∀τ ∈ [0, T ]. A period later a new plan is made. Given that the resource

constraint is not binding this plan and prognosis will be that extraction is constant and

equal to the realized extraction in the first period: E1 (1) = Ẽ1 (1) = Emax. This reasoning

can be reapplied for later periods. That is, Eχ (χ) = Ẽχ (χ) = Emax for all χ where

the resource constraint is not binding. That is, χ =
⌊
S0−TEmax
Emax

⌋
. This implies that

Eq (τ) = Ẽτ (τ) for all q ∈ {0, ..., χ− 1} and τ ∈ {q, ..., χ}. A similar argument, now

38Note that if χ > T then e.g. X0 (τ) is only defined for τ ≤ T since the plan at time zero does not
incorporate outcomes beyond T. For immunity to learning in such cases the plan in the early periods only
need to be realized in their entirety and no requirement is made about realizations of outcomes beyond
what is planned in those early periods.
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using Sq (τ) = S̃q − (τ − q)Emax as long the stock is not binding, can be applied to the
stock which is the only state variable.�

The following proves part 2 of the proposition.

To show that there is no immunity to learning it is suffi cient to show that some planned

control variable is not equal to its realization. Consider the following problems differing

only in T1 > T2:

1.

max

T1∑
t=0

βtU (Cq (q + t))

Cq (q + t) = F (Eq (q + t))−M (Eq (q + t)) ,

Sq (q + t+ 1) = Sq (q + t)− Eq (q + t) Sq (q + t+ 1) ≥ 0 Sq (q) given

2.

max

T2∑
t=0

βtU (Cq (q + t))

Cq (q + t) = F (Eq (q + t))−M (Eq (q + t)) ,

Sq (q + t+ 1) = Sq (q + t)− Eq (q + t) Sq (q + t+ 1) ≥ 0 Sq (q) given

The following Lemma essentially says that extraction will be lower in all periods in

problem 1 compared to problem 2. This can be verified with any textbook in resource

economics and will hence not be proven here.

Lemma 2 Consider problems 1 and 2. Let functions , parameters and initial condition
be identical except for T1 > T2. Then, provided that Sq+t+1 ≥ 0 is binding in at least

problem 1, Eq+t of problem 1 is strictly smaller than Eq+t of problem 2 for all t < T2.

Now consider problem 1. It is also well known that the solution to such a one shot finite

horizon exhaustible resource problem is time consistent. Since this problem is identical

to a single rolling horizon plan it implies that a rolling horizon plan is internally time

consistent. That is, if it, hypothetically, would be carried out in its entirety it would be

time consistent. This implies the following:

Lemma 3 Consider a problem starting at q = q1 with initial condition Sq1 (q1) and an-

other problem staring at q2 = q1 + 1 with initial condition Sq2 (q2) such that Sq2 (q2) =

Sq1 (q1) − Ẽq1 (q1). Assume that otherwise the problems are identical. Let Eq1 (q1 + 1)

denote the planned extraction at time q1 + 1 in the first problem and Eq2 (q1 + 1) denote

the planned extraction at q1 + 1 in the second problem. Then Eq1 (q1 + 1) = Ẽq2 (q1 + 1)

iff T2 = T1 − 1.

Proof. If T2 = T1− 1 then the second problem in this Lemma is identical to the continu-

ation of the first problem of the Lemma after one period has elapsed. By time consistency
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of the first problem then follows that Eq1 (q1 + 1) = Ẽq2 (q1 + 1) . If T2 6= T1 − 1 then the

continuation of the first problem after one period has the same functional forms, parame-

ters and initial conditions as the second problem but the length over which to maximize

differs. By Lemma 2 we then know Eq1 (q1 + 1) 6= Ẽq2 (q1 + 1).

With a rolling horizon, Sq+1 (q + 1) = S̃q (q + 1), so the setting is identical to Lemma

3, but T2 = T1 > T1 − 1 which, by Lemma 3, means Eq (q + 1) 6= Ẽq+1 (q + 1) and no

immunity to learning. �
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8 Appendix C - Calibration details and results (Online)

8.1 Further empirical predictions

In preparation for the empirical exercise of getting a prior guess for the time horizon on

the oil market, this section will formally outline some additional results that contrast the

infinite and rolling horizon models. The upcoming results will illustrate how price growth

is affected by the estimated size of the remaining stock (S) under each of the horizon

assumptions. They follow more or less directly from the analysis of the basic model in

Section 3. Starting with an infinite horizon, we have the following result.

Proposition 3 In an infinite horizon model, dpqdSq
< 0.

Proof. dpq
dSq

=
dpq
dEq

dEq
dSq
. From the concavity of F, it follows that dpq

dEq
< 0. An increase in

Sq implies an increase in E in at least one period. By equation (7) follows that E must

increase in all periods and, in particular, in the first period. Hence dEq
dSq

> 0. The result

then follows.

The proposition states a well known result. Namely that today’s stock estimates deter-

mine the current price so that the lower the estimated stock the higher the price. Hence,

as we compare stock estimates in two periods, the period with the highest stock should

have the lowest price. Then, in the absence of reserve revisions, as the stock decreases

due to extraction, the price will increase when the market has an infinite time horizon. It

essentially just reformulates the standard Hotelling (1931) result that there should be a

growth component in the price. The prediction that dpq/dSq < 0 is independent of how

long the stock is expected to last.

The previous proposition is contrasted by the model with a rolling planning horizon.

Let x̃ denote a realized (as opposed to a planned) variable.

Proposition 4 In a rolling horizon model,

1. dp̃q
dS̃q

= 0 if S̃q > TEmax

2. dp̃q
dS̃q

< 0 if S̃q < TEmax.

Proof. The first part follows from part 1 of Proposition 1 which implies that p̃q =

M (Emax) is independent of the stock when S̃q > TEmax. The second part holds iff
dp̃q
dS̃q

=

dp̃q
dẼq

dẼq
dS̃q

< 0. From concavity of F follows that dp̃q
dẼq

< 0. Since the resource constraint is

binding in this case, an increase in S̃q implies an increase in the planned E in at least

some period between q and q+ T . By equation (16) then follows that the planned E must

increase in all periods between q and q + T and, in particular, in the period q itself. The

plan for time q is also the outcome in that period. Hence dẼq
dSq

> 0. The result then follows.
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The proposition states how the price in a certain time period is affected by the stock

size in that time period. Since, in absence of major revisions of the stock size, the stock

should be smaller following extraction, it predicts how the price should evolve over time.

Following the proposition, the rolling horizon model predicts that as the stock falls this

will not affect the price, if the resource constraint is not binding within the market’s

horizon. On the other hand, if the resource constraint is binding within the market’s

horizon, falling stocks due to extraction will increase the price.39 The main distinction to

the infinite horizon is that now the price should contain a growth component conditional

on exhaustion being possible within the market’s horizon.

8.2 Data

Data over remaining reserves has been collected from the US geological survey (USGS)

for each year in 1996-2011.40 They publish a yearly mineral commodities summary which

reports the remaining “Reserve base” and “Reserves” for roughly 80 commodities. In

their reports, the reserve base is defined as “...encompassing those parts of the resources

that have a reasonable potential for becoming economically available within planning

horizons beyond those that assume proven technology and current economics”. Reserves

are defined as “that part of the reserve base which could be economically extracted or

produced at the time of determination”. Thus, the estimation of the reserves is a subset of

the reserve base.41 After excluding some resources where data is lacking and some where

the reserves are suffi cient for any conceivable time horizon (like stone, sand and salt) a

dataset of 54 commodities was constructed. Reserve data was then added for oil and gas

which goes back to 1980, i.e. a total of 56 commodities.42 Extraction and price data for

these commodities was also collected from the USGS and BP. A summary statistics can

be found in Table 1. Note that the R/P ratio is presented only for descriptive purposes,

it will not be used in the actual empirical exercise.

The predictions from the rolling horizon model depend on whether the resource con-

straint is binding within the market’s time horizon (and this horizon is in fact what this

exercise will attempt to back out). In order to know whether this is the case for a specific

observation, a measure of the remaining years to exhaustion is needed. Denote by τ i,q the

remaining years to exhaustion of commodity i in year q. τ i,q should optimally be based

on the production prognosis made at year q for the specific commodity. Since actual

market forecasts are not consistently available, τ i,q needs to be proxied in some way. The

39Here a decrease in the estimated reserves may have a different effect than an increase. If we are
in a phase where the resource constraint is non-binding, a drop in reserves may cause the constraint to
start binding and hence the price should increase. On the other hand, an increase in reserves (following
unexpected “good”news) at the point where the resource constraint is not binding, should not have an
effect on the price. This is why both parts 1 and 2 of the proposition are defined with strict inequalities
—the derivative at S̃q = TEmax is not continuous.
40See www.usgs.gov.
41 It should be noted that both terms are engineering based so the label of "economically extracted"

should be interpreted as "profitable to extract" rather than "profit maximizing to extract".
42Oil and gas data was taken from BP’s Statistical review of World Energy in 2011. See www.bp.com.
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Table 1: Summary statistics, 502 obs

min max mean median std
R/P 4 (Indium) cutoff at 200 52.8 40 43
Sq
Sq−1

0.38 (Mercury, 2006) 4.9 (Graphite, 2002) 1.037 0 0.28
pq
pq−1

0.16 (Tantalum,2000) 6.25 (Tantalum,1999) 1.074 0.982 0.42
pq,comp
pq−1,comp

0.63 (2008) 1.19 (1993) 1.0035 0.985 0.14

method here will be to, for each q and i, make a production prognosis and compare it

to the known reserves at that same time period (Si,q). For this purpose, the production

trend from the years preceding q was extrapolated forward. The method was to use the

previous 15 years and give more weight to recent years when calculating the trend.

8.3 Remaining years to exhaustion and price growth

The motivation for the upcoming exercise is to obtain a first rough guess of the time

horizon for calibrating the model to the oil market in Section 4. It will simply test for

which remaining years to exhaustion there possibly is a growth component in the price.

It should be emphasized that the exercise contains no exogenous variation for causal

identification. So it gives us no guidance on the issue of causality —it is simply descriptive

for which remaining years to exhaustion the price contains a growth component.43

When no unexpected changes to the reserve estimates occur the stock should fall

simply due to extraction. Proposition 4 then predicts that the price growth should have

no component of increasing scarcity if τ q,i > T . Thus, if rolling horizons is a correct

assumption then, holding other things equal, there should be an additional component

in the price growth when we come closer to exhaustion than the market’s horizon. It is

represented by the coeffi cient a2 in the following regression.

log

(
pq+t,i
pq,i

)
= a1 + a2 {τ q,i ≤ T}+ b2 log

(
pq+t,all
pq,all

)
+ εq,i (18)

The dependent variable log
(
pq+t,i
pq,i

)
is simply the growth rate of the price in the years

following the observation. b2 represents the effect of growth in the commodity price index

and is meant to deal with business cycle driven price growth.44 The regression was run

once for each cutoff T ∈ [10, 80]. Since this procedure is about the long run growth,

average growth over eight years was used (i.e. t = 8). This implies that roughly half of all

43An earlier version of the paper (Spiro, 2012) included an exercise which deals slightly better with
endogeneity issues. That exercise examined how the price changes due to large reserve revisions (inter-
preted as unexpected news). It rejects an infinite horizon and suggests a horizon of 25 years. However,
that exercise precludes larger resources since large revisions hardly occur for them in the data making it
less representative of oil.
44The central variable for price growth in the previous periods is omitted here as it would pick up the

constant effect of remaining years on price growth rendering the exercise meaningless.
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stock observations fall out as no data is available for prices after 2010. Again, it should

be emphasized that this will not be a test of rivaling horizon assumptions but rather a

way of getting a first guess of the time horizon. Also in an infinite horizon model we

should expect resources with fewer remaining years of the stock to grow faster than those

with many remaining years. One possible concern could be that mining technology has

improved over time making prices fall also when the stock is binding within the market’s

perspective. But if prices systematically change in some direction due to improved mining

technology or by deeper mines increasing the costs, this should be picked up by including

the price index in the regression. Here we are only interested in the additional growth

component when resource scarcity is within the market’s horizon. Furthermore, to isolate

the effect of falling stocks due to extraction from that of increases or decreases due to

news, all observations where large revisions occur (> ±10%) were excluded.

The results are presented in Figure 8. Looking at the left hand side schedules the

coeffi cient a2 obtains its largest value, has the lowest p-value and the residuals are mini-

mized at T = 40.45 The right hand side schedule shows the observations and the average

yearly growth rate when grouping observations of similar remaining years to exhaustion

(τ ± 20). By ocular inspection, also this suggests a cutoff at T = 40 being reasonable.

Below 40 remaining years, there are many observations which exhibit a rather high price

growth whereas, for the observations with more remaining years, price growth is more

centered around zero.46

8.4 Sensitivity analysis for 40 years rolling horizon model of the oil
market

Firstly, varying the extraction cost parameters of θ and gm does not alter the model results

to any considerable extent as long as θ remains between 0.7 and 1.3 and the technological

improvement in mining is kept between zero and three percent annually. Depending on

the exact values, we may get a price which is closer to constant in the earlier years and a

slight change of the slope after 1998. Thus, it seems that the extraction costs are roughly

linear on the aggregate level in the long run and that mining technology has improved

45Another important note is that given the repeated regression procedure the standard errors should,
strictly speaking, be corrected. Doing this would make all results insignificant, i.e. both the infinite and
rolling horizon models could not be supported. However, it is not obvious how such a correction should
be formalized. The reason is that the significant results do not show up at arbitrary cutoffs or in only one
regression. Rather, there is a clear pattern whereby a2 attains its largest value, the p-value is the smallest
and the residual is minimized at the regressions where τ is around 40. As we move away from this time
horizon a2 falls rather monotonically and p-values and residuals increase monotonically which follows the
predictions of the rolling horizon model. So, we have a convex set of cutoffs with significant results making
the multiple regression results internally consistent. Saying that each one of these regression results is
insignificant would then suggest that we cannot support any of the models when in fact the results point at
an empirical regularity. Namely, that those observations with few years left to exhaustion seem to behave
differently than those with many years left and that this difference seems to increase towards T = 40 and
decrease afterwards in a rather monotonic fashion.
46Although it is not entirely clear whether this comes just from higher variance of the observations.
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Figure 8: Results of multiple regressions of equation (18). Observation include those with
reserve revisions of 0-10%.

at a low to medium rate.47 If, instead, we change the average production cost to be

below 12$ in 2008, the main effect is to shift the price schedule uniformly downwards

while the broad shape of first slowly decreasing prices and then sharply increasing prices

around 1998 remains. Finally, it makes little difference if we assume that the beliefs of the

stocks in each year is what was reported in that year. The reason for this is that, in the

simulation, only during few of the years prior to 2000 the resource constraint is binding

within 40 years. Hence, the resource owner’s behavior up until the switch of phases just

before the year 2000 is intact under this alternative assumption.

47 Implicitly, when matched with data, the parameter gm also catches the possibility that extraction
costs may go up as extraction is performed at more costly locations or due to falling well-pressure.
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Figure 9: Left: Model oil price with various horizons lengths (T = 30...70 and T = ∞)
and data (grey dotted). Right: Squared residuals under each horizon. All years without
level compensation (dashed); All years with level compensation (solid); Excluding "oil-
crisis" years with level compensation (dashed-dotted); Interpolating over "oil-crisis" years
with level compensation (dotted); Residuals for infinite horizon (circles); MLE for each
residual (stars).
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